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Chapter 1:
Liberate your Avatar: The Revolution Will Be Socially Networked
Paul Sermon and Charlotte Gould
1. Introduction: new forms of social narrative
This opening chapter provides a creative-practical perspective on Second Life through a survey of our work as visual artists, set against a theoretical and philosophical backdrop that combines poststructuralism and semiotics. Our practical examples of merged and created Second Lives draw on our mixed-reality installations in the form of encounters between Second Life and First Life.​[1]​ Starting from created communities in Second Life™ (cf. Sherman’s social encounters, and Fizek and Wasilewska’s creation of second bodies, both this volume), our aim is to provide a visual backdrop and practical examples to this underlying theoretical and philosophical discourse, where the disembodied participant and (re)-embodied avatar in our installations find themselves in an increasingly social and political second life context. 
Whilst the underlying theoretical framework of this chapter clearly identifies a number of critical and philosophical standpoints ranging from a post-structuralist position that follows the linguistic and semiotic guiding principles of de Saussure (1916) to the formation of the ego in relation to the body-image in Lacan’s mirror stage (1966), it is the artistic outcomes of our own practiced-based research that identifies and pronounces these theoretical stances within our art installations. Through the development of these artistic works since the early 1990s a philosophical discourse has emerged through experience and practice rather than initiated by theory alone, but one that is now completely entwined where we as artists feel both the theory and practice are at the forefront of our work. 
In what follows, we shall outline our respective practice-based creative research, culminating in a collaborative interactive installation that investigates new forms of social and political narrative in multi-user virtual environments. Our artistic projects deal with the ironies and stereotypes that are found within Second Life in particular. Paul Sermon’s current creative practice looks specifically at the concepts of presence and performance within Second Life and First Life, and attempts to bridge these two spaces through mixed reality techniques and interfaces. Charlotte Gould’s Ludic Second Life Narrative radically questions the way that users embody themselves in on-line virtual environments and identifies a counter-aesthetic that challenges the conventions of digital realism and consumerism.
Through practical accounts of recent projects we shall explore issues of virtual embodiment and identity in relation to presence and social change as experienced and performed in telematic and virtual environments. The concept of the ‘telematic’ artwork is rooted in the discourse that Roy Ascott, Robert Adrian X and others proclaimed in the early 1980s as collaborative arts practice on a global scale (Ascott 2003). Aided by the proliferation of private computer networks and telecommunications devices as a hybrid of existing (tele)communication systems and infor(matics) of the time, the creative potential for collaborative interactive network art through ‘distributed authorship’ (Ascott 2003) was born. Initially through text exchange between globally remote participants, most notably in Roy Ascott’s seminal telematic artwork La Plissure du Texte from 1983, telematic arts have continued to embrace image and video exchange and collaboration that have paved the way for the Internet and World Wide Web and identified the fundamental collaborative principles and theories that form the conceptual frame work of social networking today.
Our current collaborative practice asks at what point the participant is embodying the virtual performer in front of them, and whether they have become disembodied in doing so. In what follows, a number of interactive Second Life artworks are looked at in detail, to provide answers to these questions, ranging from Paul Sermon’s telematic experiments in the early 1990s to current collaborative site-specific, user-generated presence and performance in Second Life that polarizes fundamental existential questions concerning identity, the self, the ego and the embodied avatar.
These research activities and outcomes come together within a collaborative site-specific public installation entitled Urban Intersections for ISEA09, focusing on contested virtual spaces that mirror the social and political history of Belfast. Our current collaborative practice critically investigates social, cultural and creative interactions in Second Life. Through these practice-based experiments we argue that an enhanced social and cultural discourse within multi-user virtual environments will inevitably lead to creative growth, cultural cohesion and public empowerment and, like all social networking platforms, contribute to greater social and political change in First Life. In January 2009, for instance, Labour Party MP Peter Mandelson launched his Second Life avatar as part of Labour’s strategy to beat the Conservatives in using new technologies for political trajectories. Labour’s decisive embrace of social networking was reaffirmed by Mandelson’s statement to the online electorate: ‘When it comes to new media we have to recognize that the days of command and control are over. Instead we need to embrace and engage’ (Mandelson in Keegan 2009).
Although rather obvious to the active online community, this is a clear indication of the political significance social networking environments such as Second Life have to play in governmental party politics. The publicity stunt aimed to introduce an ‘independent’ blog, LabourList.org (​http:​/​​/​www.labourlist.org​/​​), simultaneously launched in Second Life and First Life, but ironically Peter Mandelson was not controlling his own avatar at the time of the launch, suggesting perhaps that the need to fully engage has not yet been embraced (Keegan 2009).
Throughout the 1990s media art was dominated by interactivity and interface design. However, through the increasing importance of user-generated content via public networks in both online and offline contexts the contemporary media art discourse now finds itself in an ever increasing socially networked environment. In what follows, we investigate how the experience of tactility and physicality, as explored in our own creative practices, makes both the participants/performers and the artists/directors more susceptible to new forms of social narrative​[2]​, yet also offers altered ways of generating effective responsive experiences. Our artistic projects deal with the ironies and stereotypes in multi-user virtual environments such as cultural identity, gender roles, digital consumption and the virtual desire to fly, teleport, construct, design and code the world around us. Our work aims to utilize alternative interactive functionality and techniques in multi-user virtual environments, techniques which allow the participants to embody performer roles to interact and direct new socially networked creative narratives by their communication, presence and movements.
Our collaborative practice aims to examine the notion of telepresence in Second Life and First Life spaces through a blurring between ‘online’ and ‘offline’ identities, and the signifiers and conditions that make us feel present in this world. This artistic practice questions how subjectivity is articulated in relation to embodiment and disembodiment.​[3]​ It explores the avatar in relation to its activating First Life agent, focusing on the avatar's multiple identifications, such as gender roles, human/animal hybrids, and other archetypes, identifiable through visible codes and body forms in Second Life.
These works seek to question the trend in visualizations of environments and avatars that incontrovertibly conform to the conventions of ultra-realism and ‘super-humanism’ in multi-user virtual environments, looking for an unconventional aesthetical paradigm counter to the stereotypes that prevail in Second Life. These alternative avatars possess a hand-made, imperfect, puppet-like quality as opposed to the formulaic Barbie and Ken ‘body-beautiful’ archetypes that abound. In 1995 Sherry Turkle argued that the experience of inhabiting a virtual world can be liberating, as the user is unbound from the shackles of their own body, gender or image and can be whoever they choose. However, since the introduction of multi-user virtual environments it would appear that the majority of Second Life users have chosen to accentuate the sexual signifiers of the ‘perfect body’. Turkle went on to say that, when inhabiting an avatar of a different gender to the First Life user, stereotypical choices are often made (Turkle 1995), which affirms that heteronormative gender politics as well as aesthetics are very much still at play.
While the majority of users appear to be journeying unknowingly towards the ‘uncanny-valley’​[4]​ (Mori 1970) on a quest for super-human aesthetics, and the buildings and landscapes they create similarly strive to replicate our First Life environment (see also Heilesen 2009; Ensslin, this volume), there is an implicit irony when we build virtual roads we do not use because we can fly or even teleport, and fit roofs and windows in a landscape where it never rains. Moreover, this landscape is not so dissimilar from our current First Life hyper-reality that Umberto Eco described in the mid 1980s as a culture obsessed with fabricating environments and experiences in an effort to create a space that is better than real (Eco 1986) - think of Venice Las Vegas, urban beaches or the proliferation of celebrity plastic surgery, and the discourses of First and Second Life become increasingly blurred.
This reality crisis and apparent decay of the real is polarized in the recent project AVATARIUM - A Consumer Paradox (Sermon 2008), inspired by Slavoj Zizek’s semiotic account of John Carpenters 1988 sci-fi classic They Live (Zizek 2003). Sermon combines Istanbul’s premier Shopping Mall ‘City's Nisantasi’ with a deconstructed derelict shopping mall in the virtual world of Second Life. Through a live video link between First and Second Life, the installation allows both real and virtual life visitors/customers to converse, interact and confront the consumption-driven aesthetic and architecture of contemporary shopping spaces.
The installation in Second Life depicts a shopping mall in ruin that reflects the current global economic credit crunch, as the last bastion of the consumer driven Western economy. Instead of shops, logos and brands of consumption, the shoppers of the virtual world are presented with semiotic instructions such as ‘buy’, ‘pay’ and ‘desire’ that evade the subliminal messages we are presented with in today’s shopping centers. By placing large format public video screens in both the Second and the First Life shopping centers, Paul Sermon created a portal between these two parallel worlds through which the shopping-driven world of Second Life meets our consumer-obsessed society of First Life. While the online consumers in Second Life wander the escalators of the crumbling mall in search of answers to our economic future, the offline consumers in City’s Nişantaşı have the opportunity to question their own existence and desire to consume an imposed identity.
2. The convergence of telematic practice and Second Life narratives
Since the early 1990s Paul Sermon’s work has explored the emergence of user-determined narrative by bringing remote participants together in shared telepresent environments. Through the use of live chroma-keying and videoconferencing technology, ​[5]​ two public rooms or installations and their audiences are joined in a virtual duplicate that turns into a mutual space of activity. This work locates itself in a telematic arts discourse defined by Roy Ascott, who advocated collaborative cybernetic and telematic arts practice and networked consciousness on a global scale as early as the late 1970s (Ascott 2003). A pioneering work implementing this idea is the east-coast to west-coast public communication sculpture Hole-In-Space by Kit Galloway and Sherrie Rabinowitz (1980), which allowed public audiences on pedestrian zones outside the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts in New York and the Broadway Department Store in Los Angeles to communicate live, over three evenings in November of 1980, via a satellite up-link. The event was purposely unannounced in the press, aiming to attract an unexpected audience of passers-by.
Suddenly head-to-toe, life-sized, television images of the people on the opposite coast appeared. They could now see, hear, and speak with each other as if encountering each other on the same sidewalk. Hole–In–Space suddenly severed the distance between both cities and created an outrageous pedestrian intersection. There was the evening of discovery, followed by the evening of intentional word-of-mouth rendezvous, followed by a mass migration of families and trans–continental loved ones, some of which had not seen each other for over twenty years. 
(Galloway and Rabinowitz 1980)
Other examples of telematic practice include the global fax and text exchange happening The World in 24 Hours by Robert Adrian X (1982), a world-wide 24 hour telecommunications project for the 1982 Ars Electronica Linz, and virtual presence experiment VIDEOPLACE by Myron Krueger (1983). VIDEOPLACE is based on a system that composited live silhouetted images of participants in separate rooms and allowed them to collaboratively control and play with overlaid graphic creatures and images (Krueger1983) – research which led to the development of the artificial reality lab at the University of Connecticut (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​University_of_Connecticut​). The theoretical position and telematic experiments of Paul Sermon’s work such as Telematic Dreaming (1992) have drawn upon this telematic discourse, continually pertaining to concepts of user-generated content and socially networked communication.
In Sermon’s work the audiences form an integral part within these telematic experiments, which simply wouldn’t function without their presence and participation. Initially the viewers seem to enter a passive space, but they are instantly thrown into the performer role by discovering their own body-double in communication with another physically remote user on video monitors in front of them. They usually adapt to the situation quickly and start controlling and choreographing their human avatar as puppeteer controllers of their own telepresent body, absorbed by the performing role. However, the episodes that unfold are not only determined by the participants, but also by the given dramatic context. As artistic creator, Paul Sermon is then designer of the environment and, consequently, ‘instigator’ of the narrative, which is determined through the social and political milieu that he chooses to play out in the telepresent encounter. These experiments have been explored through simulated public and private settings, such as Paul Sermon’s Peace Talks (2003) installation for Worcester City Art Gallery, where two remote users witness themselves existing together within a computer game environment that simulates a United Nations negotiations room. Whilst this installation context provokes a critique of the ‘peace talks process’ and its methods through its game-like aesthetics, it also seriously offers a viable and practical alternative to it when placed in front of this politically charged backdrop.
Our more recent collaborative practice looks specifically at the concepts of presence and performance within Second Life and First Life, and attempts to bridge these two spaces through telematic mixed reality techniques and interfaces. Since 2007 Charlotte Gould has developed a number of site-specific works using Second Life, which enter into a discourse on the identity politics of online virtual environment aesthetics. These works aim to respond and enhance a First Life experience through a counter-culture landscape in Second Life, relying on alternative hand-drawn textures and low-tech handmade objects such as props, costumes and body parts. Working with XML-based feeds from avatar to controller, these experiments make use of motion tracking to develop a link between First Life participant and avatar, where the position of the person in First Life triggers the movement of the avatar in Second Life. The user’s body controls the puppet-like avatar that appears to intuitively wander the virtual landscape in response to the First Life puppeteer.
4. underpinning concepts of the collaborative practice
While there is an apparent shift of emphasis from Paul Sermon’s previous telematic projects here, there are significant parallels between the earlier networked video experiments, particularly that of Telematic Dreaming (Sermon 1992), and the presence and absence experiments he is developing in collaboration with Charlotte Gould using Second Life. Telematic Dreaming is a work consisting of two double beds in different locations. One bed is within a blue-screen environment; the other in a darkened space. Both beds have cameras above them and are surrounded by monitors; each bed has one person lying in it. The darkened bed has a digital projector above it that projects onto it a live video image of the person on the blue-screen bed. Thus, the camera above the darkened bed captures the image of both people on one bed, sending the image to the monitors in the blue-screen room. A further surreal twist is added by the addition of pre-recorded video mixed into the live projections, for example, when the bed surface is blended with an image of water in a swimming pool. Telematic Dreaming, with its connotations of intimacy and dream states, extends telepresence beyond the screen to spatialize the site of interaction and transform it into a live theatrical event in which visitors are key performers, exploring presence, absence and the psychology of human interaction within technologically mediated communications. Just as the combined visuals of remote participants on the projected bed surface in Telematic Dreaming (Sermon 1992) allowed them to interact by ‘touching with their eyes’, the same sensory-shift occurs in the embodied relationship between the Second Life avatar and its puppeteer controller. This shift of senses occurs through the exchange of sight with the sense of touch, reaching the equivalent cognitive experience of closeness through the visual stimulation of the body at a distance - as if extending their finger nerve endings through a telepresent body. The same is said of Myron Krueger’s initial Metaplay experiments in the late 70s that identified a consistent shared telepresence experience that later became VIDEOPLACE in 1983.
On Metaplay… I was struck with the thought that he was uncomfortable about the image of my hand touching the image of his… The inescapable conclusion was that the same etiquette of personal space and avoidance of touching that exists in the real world was operating at that moment in this purely visual experience. 
(Krueger 1983: 125-127)
This is an analogy that Tom Boellstorff identifies as one of the principal origins of Second Life when we consider Myron Krueger’s VIDEOPLACE experiments that identified a third shared space he termed ‘artificial reality’ accessed by two remote participants as an alternative to the sender/receiver telecommunication model. Which Krueger later termed the ‘megaenvironment’ in 1991, when speculating on the idea of multi-dyadic VIDEOPLACE environment of multiple participants – what is today referred to as massively multiplayer environment (Boellstorff 2008).
The aim of our current collaborative practice is to critically investigate how online participants in three-dimensional worlds, Second Life in particular, socially interact within innovative creative environments and appropriate these cultural experiences as part of their everyday lives - questioning what is ‘real’ in this relationship. Our work brings together ethnographic and creative practice-based research that identifies and develops innovative interactive applications, interface design and new cultural and sociological experience. This creative practice aims to help shape and define the emerging online ‘metaverse’ (Stephenson 1992) society by significantly contributing to the quality of both First and Second Life equally. Together these aspects of telepresence and the merger of First and Second Life aim to question fundamental assumptions of the Second Life/First Life phenomenon.
The ontological questions associated with identity in virtual reality, be it online or offline, have been at the centre of the contemporary media arts and science debate for the past three decades, and this discourse continues to dominate the annual conference themes of Ars Electronica Linz, the Transmediale Berlin and SIGGRAPH USA. At the height of rapid increase in users of multi-user virtual environments (Ars Electronica 2007) they were brought under this microscope, noticeably by inclusion at Ars Electronic 2007 in ‘Second City’, a festival strand that paralleled First and Second Life in mixed-reality artworks, scientific experiments and theoretical critique. This creative practice and debate is firmly rooted in the discourse of semiotics, reflecting a poststructuralist debate from the linguistic origins of Ferdinand de Saussure’s notion of reality as a construct of language (Saussure 1964) to Jacques Lacan’s construction of identity through the mirror image of the self (Lacan 1949), and Jean Baudrillard’s concept of reality as ‘Simulacra’ or simulations of it (Baudrillard 1981). 
So as to explore this emerging relationship between First and Second Life, we have developed interfaces that focus on the interaction and exchange between online and offline identities through social practices, such as performance, narrative, embodiment, activism, place and identity construction. Our collaborative experiments seek to question whether Second Life is a platform for potential social and cultural change - appropriated as a mirror image of First Life. By consciously deciding to refer to this image that is mirrored as ‘First’ rather than ‘real’ life, our central question poses a paradox in Second Life when we consider Jacques Lacan’s proposition that the ‘self’ (or ego) is a formulation of our own body image reflected in the ‘mirror stage’ (Lacan 1949). However, there is no ‘mirror stage’ in Second Life, which would suggest that the computer screen itself is the very mirror we are looking for, one that allows the user to formulate her/his ‘second self’ according to their visual and social preferences. Although an ‘alter ego’, this is nonetheless a self that can have an engaged social identity, or as Deleuze would see it as a single identity with a difference between first and second self (Deleuze 1994).
In Second Life you create an avatar that lives out an online existence. There are no set objectives for that existence; you can buy property, clothing or accessories, furnish your home, modify your identity, and interact in a myriad of ways with other users. This online community has grown to seventeen million residents since launching in 2003, generating a thriving economy. However, while the virtual shopping malls, nightclubs, bars and beaches often reach their user capacity, there is a noticeable lack of creative and sociological modes of attraction. Consequently, in 2006 the growing media attention around Second Life (Keegan 2009) warned that this expanding community had become ambivalent and numbed by their virtual consumption, and there was an increasing need to identify new forms of interaction, creativity, cultural production and sociability. The growth in Second Life users has leveled out since the media hype, and this has allowed for a period of more focused observation and reflection by educators and artists alike.
However, when the ‘Front National’, the far right French political party of Jean-Marie Le Pen opened its Second Life headquarters in January 2007, residents reacted in a way that would suggest they are far from complacent avatars wandering around a virtual landscape; suggesting rather that they possess a far greater degree of social conscience than the consumerist aesthetics of Second Life may suggest. Through prolonged mass virtual protest the centre was razed to the ground in the space of a week and has not returned since. The reaction to the Le Pen Second Life office suggests that Second Life is indeed a platform for potential social and cultural change (Burkeman 2007), and there is a hidden desire and ambition to interact and engage with this online community at an intellectual and creative level that transcends the collective ‘I shop therefore I am’​[6]​  apparentness of its community. Moreover, Second Life could then influence our First Lives. As the landmass and population of Second Life expands at an ever-increasing rate it is clear that essential research into the intersection and interplay between First and Second Life, and both new and old patterns of consumption, cultural production and sociability is urgently needed.
5. Crossing the social divide through collaborative creative practice
Due to the urban setting of the above mentioned installations the augmented Second Life interfaces are designed for large format public video screens. The designated public space opened up by these experiments further explores innovative and creative ways of engaging with the public in an urban environment. Through the mixing of realities of the virtual and the actual, users can then explore alternative networked spaces and develop unique narrative events. The work aims to encourage ludic urban interaction for people of all ages and explores how enjoyment and social interaction can be enhanced in this context. 
The creative and cultural potential that large format urban screens offer is becoming increasingly evident as more screens appear in the urban landscape. These emerging technologies and networked infrastructures impact on the way that the public interacts within the urban environment, both with each other and with the space -— potentially allowing the user to engage in an active role rather than passively consume this new digital content. Through our artistic work we look to rediscover and reclaim the urban screen as a space for critical discourse and political debate. Using action research, documentation and observation of these urban media spaces, we use every day practices to inform further research (see de Certeau 1980). The creative opportunities that digital and pervasive media offer for the public to actively engage and contribute content to the urban screen extends beyond the notion of the ‘user-generated’. As Matt Adams (2008) from Blast Theory argues, instead we should talk about public-created content, where accessibility of new technologies opens up the potential for new creative content, in line with Barthes’ conclusion that the public completes the work through the creation of their unique narrative (Barthes 1968).
Sermon’s first telepresence performance experiment, Liberate your Avatar (Sermon 2007), incorporating Second Life users in a real life environment was located on All Saints Gardens, Oxford Road, Manchester, for the Urban Screens Festival in October 2007. This installation merged the realities of All Saints Gardens with its online three-dimensional counterpart in Second Life, and for the first time allowed First Life visitors and Second Life avatars to coexist and share the same park bench in a live interactive public video installation. 
[insert figure 1 here]
Fig 1. Liberate Your Avatar, a merged reality demonstration, Manchester, 2007
This Second Life presence experiment, commissioned by ‘Lets Go Global Manchester’, brought a public telematic video installation to online avatars through a live video streaming encounter in Second Life. The project investigated the notion of demonstration and how it has been transposed from the actual into the virtual and back again, including a First Life demonstration on the streets of Manchester, provoking both debate around online identity and rounding up a public audience. Liberate your Avatar exposed the history of All Saints Gardens, relocating Mancunian Suffragette Emmeline Pankhurst as an avatar within Second Life, where she remained locked to the railings of the park, just as she did 100 years ago, reminding us of the need to continually evaluate our role in this new online digital society. The installation examined this new crisis whilst drawing upon the history of the site, creating a rich, provoking and entirely innovative, interactive experience. 
The project consisted of three specific spaces, two of which were located in the virtual world of Second Life and the other one in the actual All Saints Gardens on Oxford Road, Manchester. The two virtual environments included a blue box studio and a three-dimensional replica of All Saints Gardens, and were located adjacent to each other, allowing the Second Life avatars to move freely between the two spaces. When an avatar entered the blue box space their image became chroma-keyed with a live video image from the real ‘All Saints Gardens’. This combined live video image of the avatar in the actual square was then streamed back onto the Internet and presented on a virtual screen in both Second Life spaces. An image of the Second Life version of All Saints Gardens with its virtual ‘big screen’ was then presented on the actual public video screen in the First Life All Saints Gardens. 
[Insert figure 2 here]
Fig 2. Liberate Your Avatar, live video streaming flow diagram, Manchester, 2007
The research activities and outcomes of Liberate Your Avatar and other previous experiments in Second Life have recently come together within a collaborative site-specific public installation entitled Urban Intersections focused on contested virtual spaces that mirror the social and political history of Belfast as a divided city, presented at ISEA09 (International Symposium of Electronic Arts 2009). This collaborative project specifically reflected on the ironies of contested spaces, and stereotypes in multi-user virtual environments, exposing an absurd online world that consists of perimeter fences, public surveillance, and national identity. These futile efforts to divide and deny movement and social interaction were an uncanny reflection of the First Life urban and social landscape of Belfast. So whilst it is possible to defy and transcend these restrictions in Second Life where we can fly, teleport and communicate without political constraint and national identity, we can question the need for such social and political boundaries enforced in First Life and consider the opportunity to initiate social change in First Life through our Second Life experience.
[Insert figure 3 here]
Fig 3. Urban Intersections: Sermon and Gould at ISEA Belfast August 2009
The installation was located on the regenerated landscape of the Waterfront Plaza Belfast, directly outside the newly developed Concert Hall building. This utilitarian environment was used as a stage set to represent an augmented garden that explored the concept of boundaries and territories, a virtual plaza encapsulated by the ironies, contradictions and obscurities of a divided city, and a metaphor of Belfast’s social history. As the participants walked through this urban landscape, both First and Second Life inhabitants came ‘face-to-face’ on screen, in the form of a live digital mural projected on the façade of the Waterfront building. This mural formed the central focus of the installation and immediately spoke of the infamous painted murals on houses across West Belfast. Those depict a deep political divide, but post-conflict society now refers to them as a stark reminder of recent troubles, thereby maintaining the peace that now prevails. In a city such as Belfast it would be impossible to evade such references when projecting images onto a building, as though the project itself were projected onto the gable end wall of a house on the Falls Road or the Shankill Estate.
[Insert figure 4 here]
Fig 4. Motion tracking movement of avatar, Charlotte Gould, ISEA, August 2009
The local audience formed an integral part of this installation that relied on user interaction and aimed to transcend boundaries through user-generated storytelling and memory building in a post-conflict society. The complete installation utilized three interface techniques. Charlotte Gould’s motion tracking interface allowed visitors in Belfast to wear a large puppet-like copy of Charlotte’s unique avatar head. Covered in an array of LED lights that were tracked (see fig. 4), participants could then control the movements of the Second Life avatar as a means of alternative navigation through a maze of chain-link garden fences. Paul Sermon’s interface combined First Life visitors and Second Life avatars within the same live video stream. By constructing a blue chroma-key studio in Second Life it was possible to mix live video images of online avatars with the audience in Belfast, enabling these participants to play and converse on a collaborative video stream simultaneously displayed in both First and Second Life situations. The third interface was developed by sound and media artist Peter Appleton, whose contribution included a barbecue on the Waterfront plaza that simultaneously controlled the conditions of an identical Second Life barbecue. Through a series of light and heat sensors it was possible to relay commands to the online situation, so that when the First Life barbecue was lit so too was the Second Life barbecue and as food started to cook and brown so did its online duplicate. All these interfaces referred to the domestic garden and the infamous Belfast perimeter fences. The aim was to break down these boundaries through social interaction that prevailed, be it through a video portal, a didactic maze or over a grilled sausage.
[Insert figure 5 here]
Fig 5. Barbecue in First Life controlling Second Life barbecue, ISEA09 Belfast, August 2009
6. Conclusion
Audience participation is the key component to the success of all recent merged-reality Second Life experiments described in this chapter. Whilst they are still crude attempts to bring these audiences closer together there is always an increasing level of excitement and ludic engagement in the participants who take part. When public audiences first encounter these spaces, as with Liberate your Avatar in Manchester (2007) and Urban Intersections in Belfast (2009), a sense of play is immediately evoked, followed by mimicry and role-paying games, laughter and moreover a desire to achieve a level of communication that is both fun and meaningful. These public reactions are not dissimilar from those in 1980 when audiences in Los Angeles and New York confronted each other via a satellite link in Kit Galloway and Sherrie Rabinowitz’s Hole-in-Space. Exclamations of wonder and disbelief as well as games, jokes and songs prevail. By situating these ludic interfaces in the context of political demonstration or social conflicts, we aim to unite audiences and add an objective viewpoint to the encounters and experiences we can share between First and Second Life, thereby evoking notions of a mirror-like extension of the human (McLuhan 1994) and inducing a collective conscious effect. These attempts to communicate between Lives, and the consequent humorous interactions that result, break through the tension between Second and First Life or, as Lacan would see it, the tension between the immediacy of sensations and its objectification in the ego (Lacan 1977).
Our collaborative work will continue to explore the wider social consequence of multi-user virtual environments, be that on Second Life or the platform that supersedes it. Whichever is the case, it is essential that multi-user virtual environments such as Second Life move away from the imbedded linden dollar economy that intrinsically defines its capitalist principles and growth. The Urban Intersections project has already contributed to this paradigm shift by alternatively locating itself on an OpenSim, currently available as a derivative open-source beta version of Second Life that locates its island sims on geographically distributed servers. Following a similar model to the WWW, this fundamental network architecture shift moves away from the centralized San Francisco Linden Lab monopoly to an open source networked model, and is in many ways reminiscent of the VRML architecture of the mid 1990s and its collective ideology. This distributed content and ownership will inevitably lead to social growth, cohesion and public empowerment and, like all social networking platforms, contribute to greater social and political change.
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^1	  The term ‘Second Life/Lives’ is used to denote a continuum with First (actual) Life as an overarching paradigm of ‘real life’. When the term ‘Second Life™’ (or short: Second Life, in italics) is used it refers directly to Linden Lab’s online virtual world. 	
^2	  The term ‘social narrative’ is used to identify public engagement and interaction that determines the narrative outcome of the installations’ content and theme. 
^3	  The term ‘telepresence’ in the context of this telematic arts practice is used to identify the corporeal presence of the participant within the artwork as an interactive performer within a shared space. 
^4	  The term ‘Uncanny Valley’ was coined by roboticist Masahiro Mori (1970) to explain the uncomfortable repulsive response to near perfect simulated replicas of the human form, particularly the face. The valley represents a dip in a proposed graph of the human reaction to the simulated life form, being most repulsive at its lowest point.
^5	  Chroma-keying refers to a video technique that combines two video images in a video mixer and extracts the blue or green colour in one image and replaces it with the other image. This is often used when an actor is placed in front of a blue screen to reveal another image behind them, such as television weather reports
^6	  Barbara Kruger, a prominent American artist, coined the term 'I shop therefore I am' in 1987, as a pun on consumerism and René Descartes' statement 'I think therefore I am’
